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MERSEYSIDE ANARCHIST is 21 todaylln the process of reaching this
landmark we’ve become the biggest selling local anarchist publication in
the country and have outlived a great many similar ventures. We are also
able to celebrate our coming of age with M.A.’s largest ever print-run.
But before we get too carried away a note of caution must be rung.
A small number of people make sure that the newsletter comes out every
month, and without them bothering to do the research, write articles
and find graphics it just wouldn‘t happen. You, our loyal readers,csn
help no end by sending us news, reviews, reports and articles on anything of interest to anarchists. Without support our little newsletter
collective can't go on forever. So go on, get writing.
Subscriptions are E2 for ten issues - they're going up soon, so be
warned - and cheques should be sent to the P.O. box above, made payable
to Mu. a +1; -Iea- ine or t e Nove -er issue is MONDAY OCTOBER 22nd. Think ahead
As ever we must point out that the views expressed in the newsletter are '
not necessarily those of Liverpool Anarchist Grou- as a whole.
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Anmmﬂﬁsa Ls1m~olutﬂmu3'sncbstats socialism. In practical ternsanarchists ail for the destruction of
the pover of the ruling class and of
all relationships based on damnation
and submission. This means taking over
our industries and communities and
changing thsn.to oset the needs of all,
as wall as the ecological needs of the
environment. Without this takeover we
can struggle within capitalism but

never replace it.
Anarchism will be created by millions of people, not a dictatorial slits
(vs are not Har:ist—Leninists). and all
vill have their Part to play in shaping
.
.
it. Poser will lie with the organisations
thrown up by and for the revolution, not
with the political parties who vill try
to doainats and destroy chm.

Ihs:um'mmﬁsmy1ﬁJl‘mM:bslumu
dumngh|mmtnun:iduuu,but1ﬁll1mIm
mm:of*dunraaUhﬁss|nEstnngda.uulths
unulforvnddngcﬂmaspnqﬂp.uaumhm.
Sud:stpuqdachuumft;humAhnmhnstarbnanostw nﬂingcﬂaasymmmtihtzﬂum,
mass protests and other forms of direct
action), but also construction - the
‘hﬁldhqgofaumn Lmudlyluuodfhdmnd
organisations (examples of which go from
the original Soviets of the Russian Revolution to the Miner's Support Groups of
tbs 198$/85 strike), plus the fottil8_°i
solidarity and the willingness to go p
furdumu
_
Thsssisnotruciinthsclassvar.
Ihsamuwurtownﬂingcnassgmmesim umr
Iﬁnualaudivhhudng mnmggls-fcr:MNdal
nnmlu=kmmmmlsnsnﬂﬁsa.,

LIVERPOOL ANARCHIST GROUP
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LIVERPOOL - TOP OF THE LEAGUE! and that's not just in football. When
official figures for non—payment of the poll tax were released last month
the effect in this city was as electrifying as any John Barnes goal - a
massive 51% of the population hadn't paid a penny while 50% of the business rate remained unpaid. The figures don't take into account the many
thousands who escaped registration altogether. Magnificent! '
POLL TAX IN CRISIS

While unofficial sources within the
city council were telling the Merseysidc

Anti-P011 Tax Federation that the real
“°"fP°Ymeﬂ! rate was 802, the Treasurers
office were hastily revising their figores and preparing for crisis. They had
originally estimated that 202 of the
1990/91 poll tax bill would be uncollected

by next march - now they're talking
about at least 301 of the poll tax, 202
of the business rate and £9.6 million
of the 1989/90 rates still outstanding
by that date. In Liverpool the poll tax
l5 crumbling already, while around the
country government statistics are showing an average 252 non-payment rate.

_

But the battle is far from over, and

if councils are to be prevented from
gaining the upper hand, non-payers need

to stand together against their local
authorities. Summonses are being sent
out around the country and it's important that people turn up to their court
cases. Failure to do so will simply mean
that cases will just be railrooded
through. Local anti—po1l tax groups are

using a number of delaying tactics to
slow cases down and people should con-

tact them for advice. Of course, nonpayers will eventually lose the case
and the council will then have a number

of options. Councils can be deterred

from deducting the tax from wages by
threats of strike action, and if they
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go for the use of bailiffs we can
learn from the tactics being used in

Scotland, where friends, neighbours and
other anti-poll tax activists physically
prevent bailiffs from entering nonpayers homes. In any case, the level Of
non-payment is so high that bailiffs
could never make any real impact on the

I

*

overall debt.

Our collective refusal to pay the poll
tax will lead to one of two things. Fir-

stly we may see a massive increase in
next years bills due to council's failure to recover outstanding rates and
large amounts of poll tax, plus the partial withdrawal of the government's .
‘safety net‘ (financial sweeteners given
to councils to ensure relatively low
first bills and to make the Q3; appear
acceptable - obviously that little plan

~
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CONSEQUENCES OF-MASS NON—PAYMENT
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Bigger bills can only add to the
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selfish and th e smug - those people who
).
-

[Old the t ax first time because for them
it was "less than the rates"; the peo P le

who wouldn't look further th an the e nd
of their noses and who were cont ent to
s ee the re st of
T us pay more or face th g
courts . Let's h ear them praisin g That c h er
'
'
wh en the y see the 1 991/92 community
char-ge.' In _fa"
irness, some will realise
th-at what we've been saying was right

all the time and will belatedly join
our campaign. But there will be those .
who'll blame us, the non-payers , f or
their plight — those who have too much
invested in
' the system to break its laws

level of non-payment,as many more work- s .
ing class people will simply be unable be pushed. however umto pay and W111
'

- these are the people_we want

willingly, into the arms of an anti-poll"

tax af¥°at ' 15 the? re 5° keg“ °“_a

tax movement already beginning to scent

victory. It will be interesting to see
the reaction of the middle class, the

CO SEE

paying their expanded poll tan bills.

Let them dig deep to'keep their Tory
on with
°°m@“n1tY charge they ca“ get
the
'
PaY1n3 5°‘ the r est of us , including
175 ,000 scou se refusniks!

The second possibility is that, by

and getting mass non—payment we've played

not opposing the introduction of the

our part in creating such a scenario, and

P011 533 in the first P1359. Labour
councils will be forced to do more of
the Tories dirty work by slashing and
privatislng local services in a desper—
ate bid to keep the bills down or as a
response to widespread ‘poll tax capping‘
by central government.
_

we will certainly lose this campaign (and
a great many others) if we bottle out
when the crunch comes. Many so—called
'socialists' and 'revolutionaries' will
baulk at the implications of what's
been written here. Despite all the rhetoric they're scared stiff of victory and
wouldn't know what to do with it. For

_ For the anti-poll tax movement this
1S by far the biggest challenge. Wheres
a simple increase in the bills would

our part, anarchists must be pushing
this campaign as far as it'll go — and
then further still. we don't just want

play into our hands, the withdrawal of

to kick the poll tax out — we want to

services we all rely on would force very

bring down the government with it. We're

difficult decisions upon us. In such a
scenario, anarchists would be calling
for maximum support for council workers
fighting the cuts , b ut more than tha C.
50? dir. ect acti on by communities in coO

not naive enough to believe that an anarchist utopia will follow this,but victory
on our terms, by mass non—paymont
through grassroots organisation, won't
just cripple the Tories but will enable
us to damage the laughably named ‘opposition' in this country - the Labour
Party and its lap dog, the TUC. 'No

peration w‘ith those workers , to kee P
services going. It would be up to us all ,
as f ar as possible, to organi se grassroots services a round wa ste removal,
aid to the el derly and the handicapped
'
schools etc. If th'15 "35 to work at all ,
anti- poll tax groups would have to tuk e
on a very differe TIC ‘E016 3. lmost overnight
and in
' such a situation new wo rkers or g_
anisations would h ave to f orm E0 E ake
the necessar
i
the present
y action which
'
reformist unions
'
would baulk at.

Poll Tax’ anarchist—style will show th e
absolute uselessness of c onstitut'1ona1 9
lawful method s of dis sent and will
fo rce
'
many peo ple to th'ink abo ut how governmen; relates to them, what rol e they and
.
their class pla y in
' society and the power
the y hold to change it.

This, of course, is a worst case
scenario and we shouldn't believe for a
minute that the government would let
things go that far on any widespread
scale. The poll tax hasn't just
'
been
thrown together , years of thought have
gon e into th e planni'ng for it and the re
are inev
to b e contin
'
itably going
'
' gency
plan s ready in
'
' s failure
the ev ent of it
'
T hese
'
from a s
_' coul d be an ything
Cl. llllb"' down (the rec urn of the rates,
coupled with a change of leadership in
the Tory party and/or a general election), to bringing in police and army
scabs to mainta'in essent'ial serv'ices.
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What ever Whitehall has planned, those of us ‘who are looking ahead must be
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gearing up the anti—poll tax movement

for just such a scenario. This means
building links with council work ers and
all other groups wh o ' d be affected by
such c uts and preparing the g round fo r
the necessary acti'on to b e taken. A
year ago such talk would have been far—
f etched, but if we're going to succeed .
the movement must be read y for the consequences of success. By encouraging
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'3D' (Don't Pay, Don't Collect, Don't Implement) is a network of
anti-poll tax groups and activists who are trying to 'democratise' the
All Britain Anti—Poll Tax Federation (which is currently dominated by
'Militant') and to increase the effectiveness of the non-payment campaign in general.
The following is a report from last months 3D national activists
meeting held in Leeds.

0n’t pay! *
on ’t collect!
on’! implement!

l
I

Aims and principles

The 30 network has been set up to foster open communication and democracy within the anti-poll tax movement
ll do-as not sol itself up in opposition to the All Britain Federation. Rather, in recognising that an all Britain loderation has an important role. 30 hopes to be a positive force towards democrotisingthat organisation and crumbling llto represent the mods of the lhmnanda
olgroupsonthogroundlna any whlchwo bollovoithaslallodlodolodato.
Wobolievodwallhorolsnnoedloloamlromlheovontscﬂlaopactyoar.arldasaroaullcuﬂimdulollowingprindplcaaab-sing
rnmnuvykwdnnwwmnunucmﬁnmdugp.

-

lﬁﬁnsmnqwuimnammmﬂnunmmmwunbﬂsdwmmnTﬁomuubauwunqpdimmmmsqumygowuJmmuu4anbsm

3D is growing! This was represented
by the many groups present at the meeting.
There were people from Manchester, Leeds,
Eccles, Nottingham, London, Swindon,
Leicester, Bristol, Liverpool, Sheffield,
Middlesborough, Edinburgh, Plymouth, York,
Oxford and Lancaster. Each group gave a
report on local activity and the state
of anti—poll tax organisation in their
area.
People from London spoke about preparations for the march and festival there
on October 20th. As well as the main demo
to welcome the people who have marched

from Glasgow and Liverpool etc, there
will be a feeder march organised jointly

Therefore it's important that nonMilo's get elected onto the national
committee and that the Federation is re—
structured to make it accountable to its

members. With this in mind there were

discussions on conference resolutions

mot

(which have to be recieved from anti—
poll tax groups by October 31st), and
slates of candidates which would be
acceptable to a broad spectrum of non~
Milo's in the Fed. This will all be
finalised at the next 3D conference, to
be held in London on October2lst. (Con-

tact Tottenham Against the Poll Tax,
O81 30$ S893 for details).

'

3D wants people in the anti—p0ll tax
movement who share its aims to get in

Next was a discussion on 3D's Aims and
Principles, which are re—printed here.

iate now to the All Britain Federation

the network and produce the newsletter.

After a break there was a discussion

touch with their neamt regional contact
It also calls on all groups to affilin an*eff0rt to break th Militant stran—

which is set for late November/early
December. Last year's was little more
than a Militant rally, but 3D feel that
a national federation has a vital role
to play in the campaign and is there-

fore working to ensure that no one

faction is in overall ¢°RiY°1-
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Proposed by 30 editorial collective
lor discussion on 15/9190

;

Affiliate to the All Britain Federation now!
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ﬁunamhmuﬂIuhn;Thndoun1bunllluumuhImnkrgmupnnguluioatquhuz
SﬂuqunlnmhulImgmqlﬂlqnummdlhmﬂhlnmduudddqphlhInmliﬂiniuhnlmouimqumIUbFihmr
ﬁmowimnonmounnwnhiqﬂduﬁnnuﬂqcmnnﬂhiummmohuDuamhuunodyhnncuumnohmhmolbmunnc
unounoodluﬂﬂnmnndhnlFidnuhn-wohnnlnlnlnm.
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involved, advertising it within your

groups and distributing the excellent 3D
newsletter (available from all regional
contacts).
" dnnﬂmnuﬂn

regionally, and to circulate addresses

The final debate centered on the
next All Britain Federation conference

Sﬂmnmunmundndddumyammmnmmmﬂhouﬂnnmhunhniwﬂmmﬂmobﬂyuuﬁﬂhnohmumhncudﬂuuam

glehold. You can help 3D by getting

on the need to promote 3D locally and

of local anti—poll tax groups (which
Militant are withholding) to increase
communication and effectiveness within
the movement.
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by the Trafalgar Sq. Defendants Campaign
and the London Federation (see listings
All groups said they planned to ﬂttvﬂd.

The treasurers report followed — as
always more money is needed to advertise

mmmdﬁunuwmmundnwdbounhhd
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Support 3D!
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'Despite the fact that members of the
IRA's political wing, Sinn Fain, had only

ZAP (aw/at h’/P

the goalposts. Firstly they brought in a
law forcing all candidates in Six County
elections to sign a declaration saying
they didn't condone the use of violence

been given six minutes of airtime on national TV in the year proceeding October
1988, two things were to force the British

for political ends.

to bring in official censorship.

here - the British state, one of the biggest users of violence in world history,
forcing Irish people to declare an opposition to political violence before being
allowed to stand in its elections. If this
qualification was used for House of Comm-

The first was the fact that, until the
early 1980's, Sinn Fein had refused to
participate in Northern Ireland elections.
Successive governments had played upon
this fact, using it as proof for their
argument that the IRA were criminals and
that their armed struggle had no popular
support. However, during the 1981 Hunger

This month sees the second anniversary of the introduction of the
broadcasting ban which further distorted media coverage of events in
Northern Ireland. This article examines the thinking behind the ban,
looks at its effects and argues that it's in all our interests to end
censorship.

ons elections the place would be emptyl).

When Sinn'Fein candidates signed the declaration and began saying in public that
they "understood" the need for the IRA's

Strike when IRA prisoner Bobby Sands

armed struggle rather than "supported" it,

contested and won a parliamentary by-

to use the mass media to get its arguments across and to discredit opposition.
Wheres dictatorships will do this by
direct control of the press, radio and
TV, censorship in the western ‘democracies' is mch more subtle and the illusion
of an independent media is created. Of
course, because only the very rich own
newspapers and because TV and radio
managements are nearly all made up from Oxford and Cambridge graduates, our daily
diet of news is overwhelmingly biased
towards the establishment view.
When.the ‘old boy network‘ breaks down
and a rogue journalist or producer is
threatening to rock the boat, this myth
of independence is cast aside and the

state will intervene directly (though in'
as discreet a way as possible) to prevent
this happening. In Whitehall there is a
r
standing committee of bureaucrats who can
issue a ‘D notice‘ to prevent a newspaper

further measures including censorship

election in the Hid-Ulster constituency,

In any struggle the state will seek

began to be considered.

Sinn Fein realised that both publicity and
victory were possible in Six County elections and they dropped their abstentionist
policy. Soon the party had 59 local
councillors and one MP and were challeng-

The factor which eventually forced the
governments hand was the intensification
of IRA activity through the summer of 1988
which reached a peak with the killing of

ing the moderate nationalist SDLP in many

eight soldiers in a single attack at

seats across the province.

Ballygawley. Demands for tough action came
from both Unionists and Tory backbenchers
and this, coupled with the alarm caused by
republican successes at the polls tipped
the balance in favour of censorship.

r.

This electoral breakthrough prompted
the government to think about shifting

_
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(Note the hypocrisy
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lb‘s my own ault-.0§c0ur.+¢--1 voted Sinn Fem’-'

.

TV, why did the government introduce‘
censorship and why did it choose that
particular moment ? To answer these
questions we have to understand a little
about British strategy in Ireland as well
as looking at events prior to the ban.

printing anything prejudicial to national

security or to ‘the public interest‘, and
the Home Office can and do interfere with

the production of damaging programmes
such as ‘Death on the Rock‘ by using
veiled threats to withdraw the broadcast-

Its important to realise that October

1988 wasn't the starting point for censorship on Ireland. Attempts at ‘news management'can be traced right back to the

or supporters of eleven named organisations

spread of adult literacy and the development of a mass media in the 19th century.
British governments have always tried to
misrepresent opposition to their rule in
Ireland and the last 21 years have been
no exception. In fact this policy is now
so well established that it's been given a
name - "Criminalisation".

involved with the conflict in the north of
Ireland. Though the ban didn't prevent

To hide the fact that its fighting a

ing licence of the TV company involved.

With all this in mind, it came as a
surprise to some when, in October 1988, '

the government announced a ban on the

broadcasting of interviews with members

such people from appearing, it did outlaw

the transmission of their voices whether
live or recorded. Given the already high
level of distortion with which the media
reported news from Ireland and the power
the state already had over the press and-

war in its last colony, the British state
does all it can to portray the conflict
as a law and order problem. The IRA are
branded as ‘gangsters’ and 'sectarian' and
their supporters as "the terrorist community".
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The broadcasting ban aims to deter
journalists from interviewing members of

/m(G1F51 0KeMW0//

the republican movement, and for the most
part this has worked. In Britain this has
made news coverage only slightly poorer,
and when presenters have had the courage

to go ahead with an interview,‘the spectacle of republican's voices being overdubbed by an actor, or their words coming

up on the screen as subtitles has served!
only to make the government look foolish.

iln the Six Counties though, the ban is
linked to a host of other measures such
as the banning of marches and the harrass
ment of republicans, which are designed to
marginalsise opposition. Over there, the
important ‘battle for hearts and minds‘
isn't between unionist and nationalist

1

politicians but between Sinn Fein and the

SDLP over the best way to get Britain out

Obviously the British state wants the s
ineffective, constitutional and nonviolent SDLP to win that argument, and

Anarchism is Britain is in a pretty dismal condition. We've got
better politics than the left (Eastern Europe proves that) and we're
not being crushed by state repression (because we don't pose a threat).
So why is anarchism making only slow progress ?
The following article places the blame largely with ourselves and
calls for a long overdue re—think about how we can best move things
forward. We welcome readers responses to this.
LISTEN ANARCHISTS!

Our movement needs a kick up its

denying Sinn Fein access to the media fits
in neatly with that aim.

have to be this way! We'll begin to make

As with many other forms of repression, the state has first used censorship
against a minority who will get little

progress when anarchists wise up and,get
their act together. I'm sick of hearing
so-called anarchists constantly slagging
off Labour, the left and the unions without they themselves having a clue about

this is always a ploy to make such meas-

ures acceptable before extending them.
The broadcasting ban refers to "supporters of terrorist (sic) organisations"
and as such already covers a great many
in the anarchist movement who have made

their position on Ireland clear. Today
censorship falls mainly on those fighting for Irish independence but tomorrow
it could easily be extended to cover

other groups which don't fit the establishment's view. Who's next - strikers,
political activists, poll tax refusers ?
The message behind censorship is
clear - start throwing spanners in the

works and you can forget all that stuff
about freedom of speech and democratic
rights. If people fight back long and

hard enough the state will drop its
liberal facade and we'll see it for what
it truly is - an organisation based in
the final analysis on nothing but coerc-

ion.
We can't expect the broadcasting
organisations or the courts to provide
a challenge to censorship but we can

undermine it ourselves by spreading
information about what's really going

on in the Six Counties and campaigning
for a total British withdrawal.

thing about anarchism, and the fact that

collective backside! With the Labour
Party becoming more right-wing by the

day and Marxism being deader than the
dodo, anarchists should be cashing in.
We're failing to do so - but it doesn't

sympathy. But we need to realise that

themselves anarchists despite the fact
that they couldn't tell you the first

how to change things. If anarchism is
ever going to amount to more than a res‘
home for the terminally cynical than we
need to get our politics, organisation
and direction sorted out - the sooner ¢
the better.
LEARNING BASIC ANARCHISM

Before you can have an anarchist movement, you need people who understand what
anarchism is (that this fact even needs
stating is an indication of how far we've
still got to go). Two things have worked
against this happening.

Firstly you've got the legacy of the
Sixties and its ‘counter-culture‘ when
thousands (millions ?) of people rejected
the values of ‘straight’ society and experimented with different lifestyles
involving drugs, communal living, mysticism and various brands of eastern religion.
Unfortunately many of those people were
either called or adopted the term ‘anarchists', when in fact they knew sod all

about anarchism. The label stuck, and
for a generation anarchism became synonomous with turning your back on society
rather than trying to change it. Even
now, you'll find latter-day hippies (or '
'lifestvlists') who'll insist on calling

their politics are wholly different from
all other conscious anarchists!

ideas, the main currents within anarch-

ism (more on these later) and anarchist
history. All this is necessary because
if we don't know how the ideas came about,
or how people tried to put them into
practise in the past, then we've no chance

7*

This stigma, which has linked us in
the public mind with everything from

of convincing people of the relevance of

paganism to punk, has put countless

enable us to speak with authority when
clearing up the misconceptions people

anarchism today. Education will also

people off the anarchist movement and
has succeeded in obscuring genuine.anarchist politics.

have about anarchism.

The second factor is that many people
now turn to anarchism as a gut reaction

But education alone is not enough to
change the fortunes of the anarchist
movement - with it and out of it must

against the way things are. Having rec-

come the building and strengthening of

J

ognised that capitalism has to go, they
then rightly see the bankruptcy of the
Q Labour Party and go on to reject the

4 pantomime that passes for the ‘revolutionary’ left in this country - so far so good.
But, after reaching this point, our
failure to so far create a viable movement doesn't encourage these people to
develop their ideas and many become
stuck in a comfortable rut of ‘permanent opposition‘. But if people can only
put forward criticisms (however valid
they may be) without having the belief

or incentive to push their politics
further and to come up with solutions
based on educating themselves and
others about what anarchism is and what
sort of society it proposes, then their

anarchism turns to cynicism - and
cynics change nothing!

anarchist organisations, because.....
INDIVIDUALS CHANGE NOTHING!

One of the myths about anarchism is
that it's opposed to organisation, when
in fact it calls for, if anything, more
and better organisation than other social
systems. Alas, this myth seems even to be
believed by some anarchists, who are slow
to accept the need for organisations.
Even when they've been convinced some
will still avoid joining one by putting
forward puritanical arguments - "have
you seen the price of their paper", l'm'
not joining them, he's in it!", did you
see the article they had last month, I

couldn't join that!" and so it goes on.
Nell,its time for those people to

accept some unpleasant home truths, or
So clearly, if we're serious about
wanting to build a movement, it's up to
all of us to make sure that people claim-

ing to be anarchists know what they're
talking about. After all, you can't sell
something if your sales team don't know

what the product is, how it works or how
it's going to benefit the customer!
This means education around anarchist

renounce any claim to being considered

an anarchist. We need to realise that it's
our relatively privileged position that
enables these people to play their
little purist games. If we, like many
other anarchists before us were living
through times of deep economic depression, mass repression of the working class
and under the threat of fascism, there

I
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answered after reading, research, debate

CO-ORDINATION

and argument amongst anarchists - all
this should be ongoing in a healthy
movement anyway.

Unlike other European countries, we
have no large anarchist tradition and so

no one idea or theory has become accepted or dominant in our movement yet. But
if one of the nationals began to make

Many of us now believe that, while
dealing with people outside of or new to

serious headway, and especially if it
was developing viable structures and
contacts within the labour movement, I
think most genuine class struggle anarchists would back it and do all they
could to push it further. we wouldn't
get bogged down in the same futile
sectarianism as the left because, unlike
the various parties, anarchist or anis-

the movement, it's OK to simply identify
your politics as "anarchist" and to
explain the basic ideas. But this isn't

good enoughiwho already claim to be convinced. Inside the movement we need to
go further than that and learn the meanings of a few ‘big words‘ which sum up
the main trends within anarchism and
which define the politics of the national
organisations. Two such terms are
'Anarcho-Syndicalism' and 'Platformism'.
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control by political parties. AnarchoSyndicalism has always been the major
tradition within anarchism and is represented here by the Direct Action Movement
which is the British section of the rev-'
olutionary syndicalist International
'
Horkers Association.

would be no such nonsense in the anarchist ranks - the need to band together or
be crushed would be obvious. And only
people who've accepted the capitalist

propaganda of ‘the class struggle is
over‘ can believe that things like that
aren't going to happen again in Britain.
NATIONAL ANARCHIST ORGANISATIONS

So we need to get organised now, before
those conditions recur. This means that

anarchists have to get their hands dirty
and make the decisions (based on what
they've learned about anarchism) concerning what ‘type’ of anarchist they are
and therefore which organisation to join.
We haven't got time for the perfect group
to come along, and its not necessary to
agree 1002 with an organisation's pol-

icies, as long as you accept the b3S1S
and general drift of their ideas. People

who refuse to join (or who leave) snarchist organisations over a single issue
of policy are making a mistake. The
question is not, for example, "Do I
agree with D.A.M.'s Irish P01i¢Y"» but
should be "Am I an Anarcho-Syndicalist ?".
And questions like that can only be

of a ‘General Union of Anarchists’ which
would unite all anarchists around a

progress - hastening the demise of the
left parties and exposing and eventually

providing an alternative to the empty
rhetoric of the Labour Party.
A large anarchist movement would be
able to build an industrial base and so

increase the militancy and effectiveness
of workers struggles against the bosses.
In the political arena we could begin to
set our own agenda rather than just tail-

Until such a development happens

and energy into their own movement, thus
expanding it further.

positive anarchist initiatives for years
comes in.
The Class Struggle Anarchist Network

But we can only reach this stage by
getting the basics right first. Education
leading to organisation. Like everything

else about anarchism the responsibility
for making this happen lies with each and
every one of us.

(CSAN) was formed in Hay 1989 with just
such a function in mind. It has since
succeeded in bringing together activists
from all the nationals plus local anar-

I

Platformism is a set of ideas on
organisation, tactics.and theory which
were developed by a group of anarchists
exiled after the Russian revolution and
civil war. They believed that the failures of the anarchist movement in that
period showed a need for the formation

follows that anarchists can make greater

B
ations don't see themselves as holders
of ‘the one true faith‘.

though, anarchists need to be able to
co-ordinate their various groups and have
a means of comunicating ideas and info,
and it is here that one of the most

place capitalism and the state with an
economy managed by revolutionary work-

organisations become. From there it

ending issues raised by the left, and
anarchists, not being bogged down with
involvement in a host of single-issue
campaigns would be able to put more time

I
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people we can convince, the stronger our

chist groups without infringing on anyone's independence. Though not in itself
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a ‘national organisation’ in the sense
of the others, the CSAN aims to promote
the ideas of class stru 88 le both inside
the anarchist movement and to the wider
working class.

generally agreed ‘platform’ of theory,
methods of organisation and tactics.
Their pamphlet, ‘The Organisational flatform of the Libertarian Communists‘ is
essential reading. In Britain, Platformism is represented by the Anarchist
Communist Federation and the Anarchist

workers Group.
In addition to the above you have

Class War, a network of people around
the paper of the same name. Class War
has only recently begun to define its
politics and contains both anarchists
and non—anarchists. Though CW doesn't

have as strong a theoretical base as the
other three groups, it is still worth
anarchists joining if they like the

stance taken by the paper, firstly to
give weight to the ‘anarchist tendency’
within the organisation and secondly to

develop the potential around its
undoubtedly popular paper.

FUTURE DIRECTION

In one sense, this article is designed

to make depressing reading. It aims to
show what an early stage the anarchist
movement in Britain is really at and what

basic processes must be gone through
before we can expect to get anywhere. But,
on the other hand, we mustn't be daunted
by what's still to be done. Look at the
state of anarchism ten, even five years
ago and you'll see the progress that's
already been made. With the re—emergence
of class politics at least we've seen
much of the liberal rubbish being edged
out of our movement - a fundamental and

necessary development. The point is, of
course, that the pace of change is entirely up to us. The more we understand
about anarchism, the easier it becomes
to out our ideas across, and the more

All the national organisations will explain their politics in detail, give out
recomended-reading lists and can put you
in touch with their nearest branches.

ANARCHIST COMMUNIST FEDERATION, P.O. Box
125, Coventry, CV3 SQT.
ANARCHIST WORKERS GROUP, P.O. Box B20,

Huddersfield, HDl IXS.

CLASS WAR, P.O. Box 467, London, E8 3QX.
DIRECT ACTION MOVEMNT, P.O. Box 29, SWPDO;
"woohe¢rnr_
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CLASS STRUGGLE ANARCHIST NETUURK,_P.O.
Box 446, Sheffield, S1 INY.
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Leeds, Winson Green and Lincoln sharing
the group) renowned for its brutal and
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inhuman treatment of prisoners.
Essentially, the disturbance at
Strangeways was an act of resistance on
the part of the prisoners to a regime
based on a long tradition of officially
sanctioned violence and overt intimidation. In view of the complete absence
of any grievance procedure for effectively dealing with prisoners complaints
and the almost total lack of legal accountability as far as the behaviour and

activities of prison staff are concerned
the uprising was both understandable and
inevitable. If the state is prepared to
sanction the unlawful brutality of
prison officers and virtually allow them
a free hand to do as they please with
prisoners in the interests of ensuring
so-called ‘good order and discipline‘ in
hell-holes like Strangeways, then prisoners then prisoners have the right to
defend themselves and protest in whatever
way they consider to be most effective.
The system itself in its treatment of
prisoners has dictated the—terms of
conflict,and struggle in prison&can
therefore hardly be surprised when pris-
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Surprisingly little has been seen in the radzca
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wave of prison riots this summer. This may be because the T{gd1§t¢'8i:
dominated left feels uncomfortable about extendxng its so 1 ari y
those who. largely because of poverty and pressure. are imprisoned by
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oners adopt a strategy of direct action
as a means of both highlighting their
predicament and defending their basic
human rights. In that sense the uprising
at Strangeways was primarily a response
to the far greater institutionalised
violence of the prison system and very
much an authentic front line of resist-

15
institutions or protections in bourgeois
law, the savagely disadvantaged who
compose the underside of a class-ridden
society in terminal decay. Conditions at

Strangeways prison before the uprising
were a microcosm of life for the poor in
Thatcherite Britain, and the rebellion
prefigures the sort of struggles about
to assume form in society generally
within the next decade; recent ?disturbances' in the prison system indicate
that prisoners will be close to the forefront in these struggles.
Predictably, in its wake the uprising

at Strangeways has produced promises
from the government of increased repress-

ion in prison and 'tougher' legal sanctions against those prisoners who dare to
resist - it represents a message that

prisoners are well-used to; submit or
you will be crushed. The most enduring
image of the Strangeways uprising will
surely be the unbroken defiance of the
last group of prisoners to descend from
the prison's rooftop - it symbolised
well the unbroken spirit of resistance
that exists amongst the poor in prison,
and it will survive no matter what
techniques or methods of repression are
employed against it.
. .
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ance against an instrument of state
repression that over the last ten years
in particular has been wielded with
enthusiasm against the social consensus

An.

' A

and the victims of Thatcherite Britain.
The Strangeways prisoners are therefore

The Strangeways uprising, distinguishable for its intensity and duration, has

generated a plethora of interpretations
and analyses about what are perceived as
the current ills of the British prison
system, and placed prisons as an issue
close to the top of the political agenda.
Unfortunately, none of the discussions
about the cause and rationale of the uprising, which acted as a catalyst for
generalised unrest throughout the entire
prison system, went much beyond the usual
superficial and non-contentious issues of
overcrowding, staff shortages and, of course, the existance of a ubiquitous
minority of 'subversive' prisoners hellbent on disrupting prison life for purely
gratuitous reasons.

to be applauded for their courage and

The terms of the Strangeways-inspired
debate have been set by spokespeople for
the prison system itself, and the ‘respectable’ prison reform pundits have

audacity in fighting back against a
system that attempts to dehumanise and
brutalise them, and deserve the recog-

done little more than collude in shift-

committed to the wider struggles against

ing the focus of public attention away

injustice and oppression.

Iva
Jo»-

nition of all those outside prison
ijllnlnniq

from the grievances raised by the’

Strangeways prisoners themselves reasontiﬁlly complaints about physical and
psycological brutality) and onto iﬁsueﬁ

The current economic and social crisis
pervading British capitalist society is
finding its most explosive points amongst

more palatable to the establishment.

the most marginalised and dispossessed

Inevitably, factors like 8P°s9 °"a?'_
crowding and a denial of basic fﬂC11lties contributed toethe uprising at -

(it's probably no coincidence that Strangeways ignited during the same weekend

Strangeways, but its true origins lay
in the behaviour of a prison staff
that distinguished Strangeways as one
of a group of prisons (Wandsworth,

that the huge anti-poll tax demo in
London became transformed into a pitched
battle with police). The constituency of
poor and oppressed people with no representation in capitalism's political

--_______-______L__
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John Bowden is a prisoner in Long Lartin
who has played an active role in the
struggle for prisoners rights. He welcomes correspondence John Bowden, B41173, HMP Long Lartin,

South Littleton, Evesham, Worcs, WR11'STZ
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Woodcock writes from the point of view of
a has-been - an ex-anarchist (in the'A0's)
turned "respectable" academic. Anyone who
can call General Primo de Rivera (Spanish

qgii

I

I

dictator from 1923-30 and persecutor of
the anarchist working class movement) a
"likeable man" (P357) clearly shows where
his loyalties lie now.
"
Also, while a mine of information,

A

r;"t1' \4

some, at least, of his facts are wrong.

Dear Herseyside Anarchist,
The review of George Woodcock's ‘The
Anarchist Reader‘ in your July/August

issue raised some points that I think g
need answering.
First, if the reviewers found the book
"totally absorbing" that's up to them. I'd
disagree though in calling Tolstoy, Oscar
Wilde and George Orwell "key anarchists".
Orwell was never an anarchist. The closest
he got was fighting with the POUM (Workers
Party of Marxist Unification) in the Span-

iﬂh civil war/revolution alongside the
much more numerous anarcho-syndicalists of
the CNT. His recollectionsdof these events
in ‘Homage to Catalonia‘ are still worth
reading. Also, being famous, like Tolstoy
and Wilde, isn't the same as being "key"
influential figures in the anarchist

D ,_

movement. Tolstoy does appeal to some
pacifists, but that isn't necessarily the
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their own biased interpretation. But
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same thing.

My main bone of contention though,
with the review, is calling Woodcock the
"author of the classic modern study of
anarchism". Woodcock's book 'Anarchism'
is not something I'd recommend to anyone
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- it's anti-anarchist, and distorts what
anarchism is about. For instance, according to Woodcock, "clearly, as a movement,
anarchism.has failed" (p443 of the 1978
edition), "In reality the ideal of anar-

chism, far from being democracy carried to
its logical end, it is much nearer to
aristocracy universalised and purified"
(P30), and, "pure anarchism goes against
its own nature when it attempts to create

elaborate international or even national
organisations" (p256).
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In other words, anarchism's OK when
it's just affinity groups and "unique"
"artistic" ("aristocratic" ?) individ-

uals. But when it comes to practicalities
- organising in the here and now, fighting for a self-managed society, or even
trying to feed ourselves - this isn't

-§°
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"anarchism" as it's no longer "pure".
No history book is neutral. Everyone
has to sift through facts, select what
they think is relevant and but forward

For instance, in the section on Spain
there's the claim that insurrections launched in January 1933 were a "protest" at
the deportation of anarchists to Spnish
Guinea (p362). In fact those anarchists
had returned by then - some, like Durriti,
organising the insurrection (see "Durruti,
the People Armed" by Abel'Paz). Or there's

the claim that, at the CNT Congress of
May 1936, the CNT "kept aloof from the
Socialists, who talked of the revolutionary alliance" between the socialist party

unions and the CNT (p364). In fact the
opposite was the case. Or there's the
claim (p354) that there's "no doubt" that
anarchists were "largely responsible" for
death squads being used against them by
the ruling class (for some doubts, and a
much better account of these events, see
Jose Peirats' ‘Anarchists in the Spanish
Revolution‘).
Again, in the section on Italy, there's

the anti-anarchist lie that some bombs
planted in Milan in March 1921 "provided

the Fascists with a justification for
their campaign against the Left and an
excuse for counter-violence" (p334). In
reality, fascist terror against working
class organisations began from the start.
In April 1919 for instance, - less than
one month after the first fascist squads
formed, and well before the mass factory
occupations of 1920 - the fascists had
attacked and burned the Milan headquarters of the socialist paper 'Avanti1'.
And in January 1921 they burned the
Trades Councils of Bologna and Modena,
not to mention all the fascist attacks in

between.

g

The above should be enough to make anyone stop and think.$’
‘TWoodcock's ‘Anarchism’ may be a "cia-

ssic" for those who want to bury anarchism. For everyone else it needs to be
taken with a large dose of salt. Read it
if you must - but don't be fooled.

I

An Anarchist Reader.

More Letters on next page- - - -
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Dear Merseyside Anarchist,

"Yankee go home" seems to think that some

On September 2nd, Hackney Solidarity
Group called a meeting in London to discuss a revolutionary response to the Gulf
crisis. As well as the HSG, people from
Class War, Anarchist Communist Federation,
Direct Action Movement, Wildcat and var-

ious individual class struggle anarchists
and anti-state comunists attended. The
Anarchist Workers Group also turned up_
and argued that we should take sides and
support Iraq. This view was unanimously
rejected and it was decided instead to
set up a group on the basis of "No War
but Class War".

suggested a similar position, but the
article inside contradicted this. Despite

arguing against supporting Saddam Hussein,

it stated that."it's in all our interests
for the West to lose". Since one side
can't lose without the other winning,
wanting the West to lose has to mean
hoping for an Iraqi military victory.
when a country wins an inter-capitalsit war it is always at the expense of

the working class. This is because to win,
the victorious side has to be best at 1) destroying or at least seriously def-

eating enemy military forces, i.e. killing working class soldiers. 2) destroying
enemy comunications and industry, usually

through bombing. This always involves
massive working class casualties, as it
is mainly working class people who work

in, or live near to, such targets. 3)
crushing working class resistance to the
war effort at home.
Supporting a defeat for the West isn't
like wanting Cameroon to beat England in
the World Cup. The West will only lose in
the unlikely event of it being less-successful at'massacreing proles than Iraq is.
Of course not supporting Iraq doesn't

/'0

oach, i.e. it class relations worldwide
solely in terms of the european exper-

have to be an industrial worker to be

HQ E?

the unemployed, landless ex-peasanfsi
prisoners etc.
In any case the industrial working
class in the region has a long history
of struggle of which the author seems

A

- revolutionaries call for class £25, with
the working class of all countries turn-

‘Dear Merseyside Anarchist,

.

dictators. Saying "you can't apply strict
class definitions to all Arab countries"

their local or western-based oppressors.
That means a defeat for Western Imperialism, and the weakening - preferably the
overthrow - of Hussein. At the very least

it means that Iraqi and other workers
shouldn't be slaughtered for ruling class

_.

.

I'd agree with most of your article

before the Iraqi invasion, oil workers

Labour. What counts isn't what particular
groups of working class people think at

whether feudal, religious or military

gain, and that any solution should incr-

were major strikes by railway, port and
oilfield workers in Iraq, resulting in ,.

ments, some supporting foreign powers.
This is like saying that we can't talk
of a working class revolution in Britain because some vote Tory and some

Just talking of an "Arab" solution means
support for the Arab ruling classes -

real sense of the word, as opposed to

ignorant. For instance in 1946/A7 there

the Gulf crisis is also dismissed on the
basis that the arab working class is
divided, some supporting 'their' govern-

I'd disagree though, with your slagging
off of an "Arab working class solution".

that any solution should benefit and strengthen the position of the arab working
class and peasants - the oppressed in any

ision between a wealthy ruling class on

went on strike in Kuwait for a 6.&Z pay
rise.
Talk of a working class perspective on

i

ant. An arab working class solution means

working class. In all arab countries
and everywhere else there is a clear div-

the massacre of strikers. Only a month

19

due to lack of industrialisation, or that
arab workers are divided over the issue,
or that the Palestinians etc don't have
any say in the matter anyway, is irrelev-

ience of industrialisation. You don't

on the Gulf crisis - if there's a war
its important that the U.S. is defeated
I

jpWith the USSR out of the world power
0
_,game,
the threat of a superpower con-

7 frontation that's hung over any direct‘

'U.S. military intervention since World
- War 2 is now largely past history.
Vietnam is a fading memory and, where
funding of death squads and military
butchers isn't enough, U.S. politicians
are increasingly willing to use the big

ease the chances of independent arab
worker and peasant organisation and action

Anti-imperialism does not mean supporting any tin-pot dictator who happens
to shake his or her fist at America. The
best support we can give to workers 1n

the Middle East, and elsewhere, is to
heat up the class war against our own
ruling class.
For the class war,

J°h“-

any one time, but what the interests of
the class as a whole are - interests
that are broadly the same right across
the world. This is not "snappy sloganeering but a basic principle.
"No War but Class War" has produced

REMEMBRANCE DAY

leaflets, a banner for demo's (‘No War

but Class War - Neither Washington nor
Baghdad‘) and picketed BP headquarters to

the Gulf has to be through internationalist working class action, not through the
action of the Iraqi state's armed forces.
Nor is it pacifist to refuse to take sides

social revolution.
Instead of arguing that the working
class has no country, the author of

even finished their industrial revolutions yet". This is a eurocentric appr-

other, made up of factory workers and

ist‘ no.20 - "Class War not Gulf War" -

ing its weapons against our rulers, in a

can't apply strict class definitions to
all arab countries - some of them haven't

the one hand and the dispossessed on the

The front cover of 'Merseyside Anarch-

mean supporting the US and its allies.
But the removal of Western forces from

countries have no working class: "you

stick to enforce U.S. economic and political control. If the U.S. succeeds
here, it'll be the green light to step
in anywhere.
1

demonstrate the link between oil profits
and war. It would be good if people for-

med similar groups around the country.
Perhaps all those interestes could get
together at the anarchist bookfair, including hopefully, those of you in Liverpool with similar views to "No War but
Glass War".
Neil (South London)

s

These marches are always opposed and anti-fascists will be out
in force again this year to drive
the nazis and racists of our streets.
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NO WAR. BUT THE CLASS WAR are at BM 3334,

LONDON wcm axx.
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On November llth, fascist
groups will be attempting to
march again. The National Front
in London and the British National
Party in York.
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Final details have yet to be
announced, but for up to date news
about both events contact -

Anti-Fascist Action, P.O. Box 11o,
Liverpool, L69 8DP.

